April 11, 2017

Volume 756

This Biweekly Update is published every other Tuesday. Its purpose is to keep the Hof Reunion Association (HRA) members
informed about events occurring between regular publications of the Hof Connection Newsletter which appears in January
and July of each year..
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NOTE: This is a final, gratis Update sent to HRA members who have
missed the deadline of 31 March for renewing their dues for 2017. After
this week, we will revise our email address listing to reflect up-to-date
members only. We would hate to lose any members! If you change
your mind and want to stay active, please download a Membership
Renewal Form from the HRA Reunion website and send it to Hof
Reunion Association – 4001 Old Sturbridge Drive – Apex, NC
27539. Include your check made out to the Hof Reunion
Association. You can renew for one year or for several.
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Happy April

Happy April

Anniversary

Birthday
Bender
Alexander
Dellacca
Futrell
Alekson
Coey
Pauley (Holley)
Bundra
Hall
Scholl
Calisti
Flannery
Herbert
Sallinger
Suriano
Little
McKinney
Coey
Ross
Roberson
Barber
Hoerath
Cooper
Wicker
Livesey
Fisher
Librizzo
Kemp
Tribble
Lange
Smith
Anderson
Christenson

Larry
Jim
Robert
Gayle
Bob
Joyce
Susie
Leonard
Karin
Carol
Hilde
Barbara
Dick
David
Marilyn
William
Thomas
Ronald
Del
Rachel
Charles
Hanna
Karen
Helen
Robert
Marianne
Erika
Kenneth
Margot
Helga
David
Cindy
Larry H.

April 2, 1938
April 6, 1946
April 6, 1937
April 6, 1939
April 7, 1941
April 8, 1953
April 8, 1947
April 9, 1943
April 12, 1947
April 12, 1939
April 13, 1935
April 13, 1947
April 19, 1940
April 19, 1941
April 19, 1942
April 20, 1936
April 20, 1941
April 21, 1947
April 22, 1935
April 23, 1968
April 24, 1943
April 24, 1941
April 25, 1953
April 25, 1938
April 26, 1938
April 27, 1938
April 27, 1950
April 28, 1944
April 28, 1948
April 29, 1941
April 29, 1945
April 30, 1955
April 30, 1942

Johnson
Webb
Desch
Robinson
Sage
Hunt
Shifflett
Anderson
Hines
Tribble
Cruise
Carnes
Smith
Fry
Johnson
Wright
Rankin
Fukumoto
Coons

Dave & Jeannette
John & Marianne
Edward & Nancy
Jerry & Gudrun
David & Pat
Joe & Renate
Walter & Virginia
Brent & Cindy
Norman & Ursula
Walter & Margot
Robert & Donna
Vince & Tandy
Carl & Linda
Richard & Maria
Richard & Vickie
Frank & Shirley
Robert & Ellen
Francis & Jo Ann
George & Sue

April 1, 1967
April 2, 1971
April 4, 1970
April 5, 1974
April 5, 1952
April 6, 1963
April 7, 1953
April 9, 2005
April 10, 1958
April 10, 1971
April 15, 1966
April 19, 1969
April 21, 1963
April 22, 1989
April 22, 1972
April 25, 1955
April 28, 1956
April 29, 1985
April 30, 1998

================================

================================
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We are glad to report that we have not had any new official notifications of serious illnesses in our midst. To
our members who not quite feeling up to par, and to those who are continuing to live with chronic illnesses, we
wish all the best–and we hope that the good days outnumber the bad!
================================

No new obituary notices were sent in this go-around. In the last Update we posted a “Missing Hofer??” email
from Carl Wyatt <carl.carlspc@gmail.gar.no> He had
spotted an obituary on Natascha Glake Nelson in Hof’s
Frankenpost newspaper and was wondering if her
widower might have been the William Nelson who is
listed as missing on our current Master Roster. None of
our Update recipients seem to have recognized Natascha
or know anything about her and William.
Although the Nelsons lived in Coburg/Germany, Carl
discovered in the meantime that they had lived in the
States at one time. On 30 March, Carl sent the following email to me:
I've been able to get more information on Natascha ... and by extension, on her
husband Bill. But I still don't know whether he's the same Bill that was with the
6915th.
Although the Trauerfeier and Urnenbeisetzung took place in Ebersdorf, they lived
in the USA for over 20 years; e.g. as indicated in the attached, Natascha became a naturalized US citizen in
Rhode island on 01/14/1986. They lived in Wakefield, Rhode Island from 1982 thru 2001 and in South
Kingston, RI until at least 11/03/2004. Their address in South Kingston was 6 Quiet Way and their phone
number was 401-789-0611.
Perhaps this additional information can assist the HRA sleuths determine whether this is the Bill from Hof ...
although that doesn't seem to fit the latest information; i.e. Bill from Rhode Island was born on 08/06/1944,
while the Hofer Bill was apparently an officer in 1960 ... doesn't look like a 'fit' to me.
Best Regards,
/carl/

Secretary’s Note: When I looked at Natascha’s
Facebook Page, I noticed that she was “friends” with
Dr. Fichtner–Hof’s Lord Mayor. That makes a Hof
connection more likely.

================================
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Membership Renewals
(03/29/17 - 04/11/17)
Last
Greene
Slutz
Middledorf
Davis
Slothower
Cromer
Unger
Koenig
Cameron
Cooper
Holley
Cook
Anderson
Kennish
Rankin
Brady
Poturalski
Pouch
Stankich
Queen

First
Leroy
John
Frederick
Larry
Jim
Thomas L
Loran
Donald
Tony
Gregory
Ken
Bruce
Gordon
Theodore
Robert
Samuel
Melvin
Heidi
Charles
Rosie

Dues
$15.00
$45.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$30.00
$15.00
$30.00
$15.00
$30.00
$45.00
$30.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

Remarks
FY17
FY19
FY18
FY18 (Should have been in Update 754)
FY18
FY18
FY19
FY20
FY17
FY18
FY20
FY18
FY18
FY17
FY18
FY17
FY17
FY18
FY17
FY21

================================

Donations
(03/29/17 - 04/11/17)
Last
Slutz
Cromer

First
John
Thomas L

Amount
$ 5.00
$10.00

Remarks

================================

New Find/Reconnected
(03/29/17 - 04/21117)
Last

First

Address

City State

Zip Code

Telephone

NONE
================================
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Email

Corrections: Address/Phone/Email
(03/29/17 - 04/11/17)
Last
Slothower

First
Jim

Address
City /State
331 NW Riverside Blvd Bend/OR

Zip Code Telephone

Email

97703

================================

New Members
(03/29/17 - 04/11/17)
None
================================

Lost Members
(03/29/17 - 04/11/17)
Final Flyby

Ladies Serving in Heaven

None
================================

If you know of any Hofers who currently are not members, and who would like to become members, please
let us know. Maybe you can forward a copy of the Update to him/her, to get them reacquainted on what is
going on within our group and to let them know about the upcoming reunion.

If you have knowledge of the passing of any former military members, or their family members who were
stationed in Hof, we would like to know that, too. We can then add them to the Flyby Roster.

================================
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Last
Alexander
Ballou
Boggs
Futrell
Hamill
Holden
Kielbania
Krcma
Lamb
Luckenbill
Marshall
Middledorf
Murch
Murphrey
Niebuhr
Norwood
Pace
Queen
Riggin
Ward

First
James & Susan
Willies & Cathye
Mike
Sidney & Gayle
Melvin & Ilse
Dan & Darlene
Ken & Gay
Greg & Sandy
John
Nita
Brenda
Fred
Walter & Shirley
Steve & Donna
Claude & Susanne
Margit
John & Agnes
Rosie
Jim & Traudl
Bill & Edie

State
TX
TX

Guest

Guest, Holden
TX
DE
KY
FL
WI
AZ
MD
MD
CA
NC
MS
TX
GA
DE
CO
FL

================================
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Friend, Lamb
Friend, Middledorf

.
OOPS! The zip code that’s on the registration form we sent out is not correct. It should be 27539. All the
registrations seem to have reached Steve Murphrey anyway, and he has made the correction on the registration
form. Mel Hamill also has corrected the registration form on the 2017 Albuquerque website, where you can
fill it out. Go to the Forms tab, then click on the form that says ALBUQUERQUE REGISTRATION.

● Via Google, https://www.google.com/flights/, recommended by Mel Hamill.
● Via https://www.cheapoair.com, and via Southwest Airlines, recommended by Margit Norwood. Be sure
to check for the “senior fare!”
● Via Skyscanner, recommended by Tom Mikloiche. “Great for Cars and Flights.”

The 2017 Albuquerque Reunion Website has all the information you need for making reservations at The
Fairfield Inn, Marriott Hotel in Albuquerque. Call (877) 301-8484 or (505) 889-4000. To ensure that you will
get the negotiated rate, please identify yourself as a member of the "Hof Reunion Association." Rates cannot be
changed upon check-in or at check-out times for guests who fail to identify their affiliation at the time the
reservation is requested. To receive the HRA rate, reservations must be made by 8/20/17.

Historic Old Town

Dining

St. Clair Winery & Bistro in Albuquerque

================================
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Our Newsletter Editor, Phil Murray (hra.philm@gmail.com, would like to remind our members that it’s not
too early to think about door prizes for the September 2017 Reunion. He says,
“It may not be time to start packing for the reunion yet, but it is a good time to think about door prizes. There
are a lot of members with exceptional talent that have donated some fantastic self-made pieces of handiwork in
the past and it’s time to awaken these crafty skills again. These items are always a highlight, with many
members heading home with something they will value for years to come.
So, all you crafty members start your creative juices flowing, and if you’re not so crafty, you might check the
attic or the garage for items you aren’t using but they are just too nice to donate to the Goodwill. They might
be collecting dust at your place but there will be someone that will proudly put them on display when they get
home.
The proposed program will be a three level event. Between three and six of the items as selected by the
selection committee, will be set aside for the “live” auction, to be held at the buffet luncheon. The remaining
items will be available for the “silent” auction; on display in the hospitality room where members will bid on
them with a bid sheet, the member with the highest bid at the end of the day gets to take these cherished items
home. Those items that do not receive a silent bid will be used as door prizes.
So start up your creative thinking or start a creative search for door prizes - it’s a good time to do it while there
is still a time cushion.

*****

We don't know the physical layout at the hotel yet, as it applies to the hospitality room, but the intent is to
reduce the amount of time for the auction during the buffet luncheon, giving more time for dancing and
socializing. The intent is to close out the silent auction portion in the hospitality room, before the luncheon, and
moving only the live auction items and door prizes (hopefully, only a few items) into the luncheon hall. We
don't want anything to go into the banquet.
Philm

Secretary’s Note: I don’t know about you, but I always look forward to this event. If you have questions
about the donations for the auction, please contact Phil Murray at the email above.

================================
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The votes have been counted, and the winner is Tunica, MS!

Tunica – 46 (46.38)%
St. Augustine – 32 (31.88)%
Caribbean Cruise - 22 (21.74)%

================================
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Joe Olenik
6915th Security Sq/Gp
olenik@aol.com

Secretary’s Note: When people lose someone they love, there is no simple prescription on how to deal with
that loss. In the last Update, under the heading of How to Deal with Grief, I posted an article from an “Old
Guy” who had experienced grief many times and who said that the scars that are formed in the process “are a
testament to life. Scars are a testament that I can love deeply and live deeply and be cut, or even gouged, and
that I can heal and continue to live and continue to love. And the scar tissue is stronger than the original flesh
ever was. Scars are a testament to life. Scars are only ugly to people who can't see.”
It struck a chord with Joe. He wrote in his 30 March email: “When my wife, Carol, passed away of multiple
myeloma in 2005 I began to write. I wrote stories and poems. They helped me deal with my "scars". Two in
particular continue to help me so I am sending them to you in hopes they may help someone else. We were
stationed in Alaska for a while and while in Germany we traveled with American Express tours to Italy and
other places. Anyway, I hope you enjoy them.
Joe O.”

YARD SALE
Clothes gone to others to wear
Except those that still hold her.
The weeks of sorting are over
Once wanted things, needed no longer
Ready for another’s care.
“How much for that doll?”, she said.
A sub-zero day in Alaska
She seemed so warm, so cute in her parka.
Ice-fog on the trees in the sun aglow
Through the Rabbit Inn’s picture window.
“Two dollars and go”, he said
“Two dollars and go”.
“How much for that tea-cozy?”, she said.
Berlin to Moscow, he could not go with her
But talked to her every day
Playboys and blue jeans best trade for whatever.
Where did you get that name?
It’s my husband’s, she said.
We won’t search your bags. You can take them.
“Two dollars and go”, he said
“Two dollars and go.”
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“How much for that bag?”, she said
Venice in a gondola with a man from Mt. Airy
Who tried to talk to horses on the square.
Moonlight on the water on a narrow canal.
We walked the Piazza, the sun on your hair
Sounds of the bells and the birds fill the air.
“Two dollars and go.” He said
“Two dollars and go.”
And so it went, and so it goes
Places and memories on the sands and snows
In so many places that many don’t know
But not nearly enough, not nearly.
“How much for that lifetime?” she said.
“Return her to me and go”, he said
“Return her to me and go.”
Joe Olenik
31 May 2006

Joseph Olenik
Portfolio Project – Original Poem
21 November 2008

Song of the Ship
I stand and wait, and I dream my dreams
I watch the night and the day
I feel the sea rise up and fall…….
I remember
I sit, tied still, yet I move not resisting
On whim of the breeze, or the tide, or the moon
Moored to the place where I last saw my captain,
The guide, the Hand, the Soul on the tiller……
I wait
I remember we sailed to the shores of a lifetime
As the wind played the tunes through the spars and the rigging
Now stormy, now joyful, always new
Unrelenting
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My captain’s firm hand gently guided our way
I wait for the day of my captain’s returning
A day that will never come
I stand and wait, and I dream my dreams
I watch the night and the day
I feel the sea rise up and fall…..
I remember
I remember I’m strong, I’m proud, I’m worthy
I’m trim, I’m clean, my sails ready
To sail again to the shores of a lifetime
Should a captain come who needs me
It was the wish of my captain,
If my captain could not return
So I’ll wait and sing my songs through the rigging
And make my captain proud
Until in time or eternity
My moorings are loosed once more
And my sails are full of the breath of life
And we sail a New World’s shores.

Secretary’s Note: When I thanked Joe for sharing these poems with us, he sent in some additional gifts, saying
that he had “written over 60 others and still counting. [He said] As a matter of fact I have a couple I wrote
while revisiting Germany. One of them includes a bit about Helga Haese teaching me about picking
mushrooms and caring for trees, called Frankenwald. One about my friend, called Hans. And one about
having to leave, called Aufwiedersehen. The last one I am sending is about a picture I saw in a newspaper
about a soldier from our town leaving for a tour in Afghanistan, called Shadow Hour. I hope you enjoy them.
As always
Joe O.”
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Here are the rest of Joe’s poems. As I was reading them, I could find myself responding to the stories they told.
I love them all and I hope that Joe will continue to write and share his work with us.

FRANKENWALD
If you are poor you have picked mushrooms by the bushel
Taken them home and dried them on strings
Once dried you have stored them in bags in the attic
Then for each meal you take a bag down
Open it and put the mushrooms in water to soak
Then they are fried like a schnitzel
Or put into a goulash with venison
And there is nothing to compare the taste and delight

I returned to the place where I was a young man
I learned a new language, met life long friends,
Learned to like beer and bratwurst
Learned to like Gasthauses
Had fun swimming, skating and skiing
But on this visit I keep coming back to the same place
A place at the end of a winding road
A place in a pine forest that is so quiet and peaceful
All I want to do is sit and marvel

Who can say you are poor when
You can live so close to the land?
It is the trees that hold the moisture so close to the land
That the small bushes may grow
It is under the bushes that the mushrooms may grow
But what is it that allows the trees to grow?
The Forest Meister decides which trees shall stay
And which trees shall go
A responsibility not taken lightly by those who care

The biggest animal I have seen is a bee
But there are plenty of deer, squirrels and other inhabitants
Who look on us with awe and respect
Who watch us from afar and hope we see what they see
Most of all I am bemused by the trees
Tall, well dressed, pines just far enough apart
To let in shafts of light that reach the ground
Like candle light in the rooms of a great mansion
Inviting you further and further inside
The ground under the trees yields to each step
Like the pile of a well made carpet

Do we care enough about the tree
That gives us the air we breathe
And so much more?
A home for the birds and the wild things
That look at us with awe and respect
Do we deserve what they give us without question?
Or do we squander their gift without a second thought?

The red, brown and yellow mushrooms
Growing under the young green bushes
You must learn from your mother and grandmother
Which can be picked for food and
Which can be poison to your body

Joe Olenik
20 September 2006
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HANS
First his smile and his eyes
Greet you as a brother long unseen
His hands hewn from hard labor
Engulf yours with gentle power
Yet, what impresses most is none of these

Hans continued to open his home
To other soldiers who were all alone
Until his own family of four
Had “adopted” at least fifteen, or more

An American soldier of eighteen, we’ll call Joe
Needs a place to stay
Chance brings him to Hans’s village
In Bavaria for two years of work…and play

Today Joe is a grandfather
His wife has passed away
Last month Joe went back once more
To visit not to stay
At the other place he calls home

Hans was a youth of eighteen once
In a time when his country was at war
Yet in a way some might say was noble
Hans opened his house to this youth, and two more

Hans was there with his smile
And his welcoming strong hand
He and his son had built a new home
And Hans was unable to stand

Hans rose early every day to work at the factory
And then returned home to work on cars
To support his wife, Agnes, and two young sons
It seemed his work was never done

An illness had struck Hans down
And he was angry that he was not able
To help his son finish the task
His spirit was strong but his body enfeebled

One day Hans had a garage to build
And the soldier asked if he could help
Without a question Hans handed him a trowel
And showed him how to set the line and lay the stone

Hans comforted Joe and apologized
“I feel bad that you find me in such a state.”
“You have nothing to apologize for.” Joe said
As he pulled up a chair and sat by the bed

They worked together all day and the next
And the mortar was not the only bond set
Respect and love are earned when sweat is mingled
And a common goal achieved

They visited……..They remembered
They laughed……They cried
Then time took Joe away and
Two weeks later Hans had died

The days and years went by
And the soldier’s respect and caring
For Hans, his mentor, grew
And then the young man’s job was through

It was not how Hans looked or what he said
It was what he did and how he lived
Hans loved life, and
Life, for Hans, was his family and friends

The soldier traveled the world
Fell in love, married and
Had a young child of his own
Yet he kept in touch with the other
Place he would always remember as home

Hans Thieroff – 4/9/1931 – 6/10/2006
Joe Olenik
20 November 2006
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AUFWIEDERSEHEN
I’m sitting and waiting for something
To tell me what to put on the page
The cars rush by interrupting the breeze
That is whispering and calling my name
I am nearing the end of a wonderful journey
I must go back, but I could remain
And a part of me will for as long as I live
But it’s elsewhere I’ve much more to give
So, it’s aufwiedersehen to the friends that remain
And I hope I will see them all soon
I will try to make sure I am here again
Without too many turns of the moon
Some will still be here and some will be gone
And there are those that are new, and new again
What a gift to be blessed with two places called home
Quite a word is this “aufwiedersehen”

Joe Olenik
22 September 2006

SHADOW HOUR
A photograph
As compelling as any master’s portrait
A photograph
Of a man in uniform and a woman
Seated on the front porch stairs
He two steps below her
His head on her lap
The hour of his departure near at hand
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His face in peace, eyes closed
Her face proud and defiant, eyes wide
Facing the camera as if to say:
“This is our time”
Earlier in that shadow hour
Between darkness and dawn
She had held him as he lay asleep
Fearing
‘What God has joined together
Let no man put asunder”
I have waited for you all my life

Secretary’s Note: You may have noticed that one of Joe’s writings was about Hans (Thieroff), who lived in
Schwarzenbach am Wald, and who opened his doors to several young airmen. Joe noticed that my maiden
name was Thieroff and he was wondering if we might be related somehow. It is possible, but not very likely,
that there is a connection somewhere through my father’s half-siblings. I will have to do some digging. Joe
sent me the following pictures of Agnes and Hans Thieroff. What a great memory of being stationed in Hof!
Were any of our other HRA members part of that group that enjoyed the Thieroff’s hospitality?

Building the Garage

Hans and Agnes Thieroff

House built by their Son

At left is a picture of Helga and Joachim Haese, on their wedding day at the
Rathaus–29 May 1968. Helga just recently posted this picture to her
Facebook Page. Helga, a German national, worked at the Döbraberg site.
This is the same Helga who appeared in Joe Olenik’s Frankenwald poem.
She taught him how to pick mushrooms.

================================
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Malcolm Gaissert
6915th Dog Flight, Sep 1966 - Apr 1969
mgaissert3@gmail.com

A belated letter about a friend.

I met Fred, Fredric C. Weihmiller when he was a 294 analyst and I was the 294 poker in Samsun. We didn’t get
to hang out much together as I was given a full-time job when the other poker mustered out. But we did make a
plan to travel to Istanbul and when my friend, a Turkish photographer/shoe store owner, found out he said give
me a minute. He went around to all the shoe stores and gathered orders and we were off.
In the dead of winter in an eighteen hour bus trip flying low over hill and snow-covered mountain with tire
chains flung aside; we made it. Hasan showed us the Grand Bazaar market and the back street where shoes
were made and left us on our own. It was a great trip. Fred and I continued to travel together and when we
were both assigned to Germany we did Vienna and Switzerland in January 1997 and England later in the year.
Then when his four years were up, he got out of the Air Force, went to engineering college and moved to
Houston, Texas. He got a job at NASA and helped build the space programs vehicles. He was a conservationist
and supported several organizations that were to his liking.
We drove across the country in April in 2014 to visit my mother and brother and stopped in Houston to visit
with Fred. Sometime during his retirement he had developed cancer. But it didn’t dampen his enthusiasm for
life.
August of 2016 was the last email I received from Fred. When we returned from our annual trip to Germany in
October we couldn’t get any answer from him, either by phone or email. We mailed Fred a letter in early
November. I discovered the letter in the mail a couple weeks later with a note across the front, “Return to
sender. Deceased in September.”

Secretary’s Note: After a limited search, I have found no obituary on Fredric. If someone has some
information that would help us update our Flyby roster, please let me know. Fredric’s last address was at 1300
Gemini Street, Houston, TX 77058. His phone number was 281-280-8113. I don’t know if there is a
surviving spouse. Fredric was 76.

================================
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Jerry Middendorf
6915 Security Sq/Gp
j.middendorf@comcast.net

LORENZSTEIG

???

???

???

BAHNHOF

BAHNHOF
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KAUFHOF AT NIGHT

HOTEL STRAUSS

ALTSTADT (OLD TOWN)

SNOW IN HOF–FREIHEITSHALLE, 01/16/17

SOME OF THE PICTURES SHOW THE
PHOTOGRAPHER’S NAME, i.e.,
WWW.RUSSADAMSPHOTOS.COM; BUT I
DON’T KNOW JERRY’S SOURCES FOR THE
OTHER PHOTOS. HOF HAS MANY
EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHERS WHO
OFTEN POST THEIR PICTURES ON
FACEBOOK SITES. IF ANYONE
RECOGNIZES THEIR PICTURES, I WANT TO
SAY “THANK YOU!” FOR YOUR EXCELLENT
WORK.
AERIAL VIEW OF HOF–2017

================================
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This write-up got started via an innocent request from from one of our members. He had perused the HRA
Master Roster and discovered that we had erroneously listed him as being assigned to the 6915th instead of the
the 1944th. Since I’m the nosy type, I googled the 1944th and found this website. I discovered that several
airmen who had been assigned to the 1944th had left messages on the website. With a couple of exceptions,
they were listed as “missing” on our Master Roster. Since we are always looking for missing Hofers, I
forwarded this info to the HRA Board.
This prompted a response from our Webmeister, Jerry Mangas (hofreunion@ptd.net), who wrote :
“The 1944th Com Sq (at Döbra as a comms detachment out of Pforzheim AS) was active in Hof from 1965 until
67 or 68. They provided the comm links to the rest of the Air Defense system in USAEUR/USAFE/NATO from
Dberg. In 1968 all activity was transferred to the 1945th Comm Squadron/Group out of Rhein Main and I
believe a detachment was active from Döbra, supplying communications until the early 1990's. Helga Haese
could probably answer any questions since she remembers EVERYBODY and I think she worked for both the
1944th and the 1945th at one time or another until she moved to the US Army in Bamberg. I have copied her
on this message and she can easily correct any errors in my memory. A response could take a while since I
believe she is the primary care giver for her husband who is in the German equivalent of Hospice.
Interesting that Hof on that ref'd website is spelled in Cyrillic! Хоф. And the pics on that site are certainly
current,”
Helga Haese (joachim.Haese@t-online.de) quickly responded to Jerry Mangas’ email. She did, indeed,
remember Carl Drake–one of the people who had left a message on the 1944th’s website, and she sent him a
message which, hopefully, he will respond to. Helga is a goldmine! She initially sent this list of names that she
remembered:
Joachim.Haese@t-online.de
Apr 3 (5 days ago)
“Hello everybody!
I have prepared a listing to the best of my recollection. As you all know, memory fades with time, but I believe
this should be pretty accurate. I got these dates and unit designations from some employment papers that I still
have.
1 Jan 1965

31 Oct 1965

1944-10 Communications Detachment, Hof AS, Germany

Nov 1965

31 Jan 1972

1945-4 Communications Detachment, Hof AS, Germany
1945-19 Communications Detachment, Hof AS, Germany

1 Feb 1972

30 Jun 1974

1945-19A Comm Det, Doebraberg, Germany
1945-22A Comm Det, Doebraberg, Germany

1 Jul 1974

31 Dec 1983

Operating Location A, 1946 Comm Sq, Doebraberg

I remember some names and their job:
A1C Ronald Schaefer, wife Nancy. telephone maintenance
A1C Tarzo Lugaresi. telephone maintenance
TSgt Howard D. Brewster. Wife Lydia. radio relay technician
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Sgt Rufus (Sandy) Turnage. telephone maint
MSgt DeWitt Brown. wife Elaine. Detachment Chief
A1C Donald L. Vance. switchboard operator
A1C James Rosipko. switchboard operator
A1C Riffelmacher. switchboard operator
MSgt Charles Burinsky. radio relay tech
SSgt Santiago G. Ponce. wife Anna. NCOIC switchboard
TSgt Richard McCaffrey. TTY or crypto maint
A1C Kenneth Griffin. wife Diane. TTY or crypto maint
TSgt William Nicely. wife Maud. TTY or crypto maint
TSgt Richard Dexter. TTY or crypto maint
TSgt Haney. worked at the site
SSgt Earl K. Daney. TTY or crypto maint
A1C Thomas Busic. switchboard operator
Maj Gerald Musselman. Detachment Commander
Sgt Marvin L. Plunkett, wife Sonja. Supply
A1C Willis Myers. switchboard operator
SSgt Thomas Meyer(spell ?) telephone maint
SSgt Carl F. Drake. telephone maint
Sgt Troy Hames. radio relay tech
Capt Russell Evans. Detachment Commander
Cpt George W. (W=Wingate) Buchanan. Detachment Commander
1Lt (William?) Smith. Detachment Commander
A1C Joe Dernoga. telephone maint (?)
Sgt Paul Kernan. wife Angelika. TTY or crypto maint
CMSgt Louis DiMarco. Detachment Commander
Maybe I will remember some more. Will let you know.
Greetings! Helga”
================================
Later that day, Helga sent us some more names:
Joachim.Haese@t-online.de
Apr 3 (5 days ago)
“Hello again! Yes, Joe Dernoga is the crypto dude.
Nickerson (HRA member) was also in the Comm Det.
Here are some more names I remembered:
TSgt Melvin D. Taylor. NCOIC switchboard
MSgt Dickerson, NCOIC Switchboard
SSgt Edward Bordelon, wife Rita, daughter Larita. Supply
Capt John E. Meyn. Detachment Commander
TSgt Emmett P. Botton. Air Traffic Controller
TSgt Lionel Ratcliff. Radio relay tech
MSgt Quentin D. Maxwell. NCOIC Radio Relay Doebraberg
A1C Ronald L. Bunzel. switchboard operator
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Sgt Dennis Wise. telephone maint
Sgt Cruz.
SSgt Kline. Wife Ilse, son Mark. radio relay
SSgt Theodore Meyers. telephone maint
SSgt Jamieson. Admin
TSgt Woodard. radio maint
SSgt Hammack (site)
Sgt Arthur Weatherwalks. Air traffic controller
SSgt John Cassidy. Air traffic controller
CMSgt Lobmiller (Maj of reserve) air traffic controller
Maybe more names sometime later, when my grey cells release them.
Helga”
================================

About Helga Haese who has been an asset to our military during her career:
1944th Comm Sq.1 Nov 1964 - 31 Dec 1964; 6915th Security Group, Hof Air Station, Germany,
Administrative Assistant 1 Jan 1965 - 31 Oct 1965; 1944-10 Communications Detachment, Hof AS, Germany
Admin Asst; Personnel and Finance Clerk; Translator 1 Nov 1967 - 31 Jan 1972; 1945-4 Communications
Detachment, Hof AS, Germany, 1945-19 Communications Detachment, Hof AS, Germany same 1 Feb 1972 30 Jun 1974; 1945-19A Comm Det, Doebraberg, Germany 1945-22A Comm Det, Doebraberg, Germany same
1 Jul 1974 - 30 Apr; 1983 Operating Location A, 1946 Comm Sq, Doebraberg, same.

Helga, we appreciate you and are proud to have you as a member of the HRA!

================================

A CHALLENGE TO OUR HRA MEMBERS!
If you recognize any of the preceding names, and even if you don’t, would you please consider trying to track
down and contact some of these Hofers? Our organization is shrinking and could use an infusion of new
members. If they are not quite ready to take out membership, then maybe they could be persuaded to attend
our Albuquerque reunion as a guest so that they can find out if they (still) like us. And don’t forget–their
children and grandchildren are also eligible for membership.

================================
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Many of you surely have noticed that the German language provides three letters unknown to most
non-German speakers. German has three more vocals: Ä, ä, Ö, ö and Ü, ü. That is an A with two dots,
an O with two dots and a U with two dots. These letters are called A, O, U – Umlaut. They can also be
spelled Ae, ae, Oe, oe and Ue, ue; actually it is more or less the same as an Ä, Ö, Ü (I don’t want to go
too deep into linguistic details).
These letters are letters of their own, so to say. They are not identical with an A, an O and a U.
Dropping the dots simply is a spelling error and the word might even get a different meaning.
When dropping the dots, all of the sudden the Bürger (citizen) turns into a Burger (burger, unknown in
the good old days) and the town of Münster in Westphalia becomes the town of Munster in Lower
Saxony. The famous composer Georg Friedrich Händel finds himself as simply Handel (commerce)
and Mr. Gläser (glasses) is Mr. Glaser (glassmaker).
But actually it not only can be a misspelling, it can even be misleading and make your research more
complicated. While today, directories list the o and the ö, a and ä and u and ü together, they did not
always do so.
Just take a look at the Berlin directory of 1880:
You will find Glaser listed between Glapiak – Glaser – Glatz on page 268, while
Gläser/Glaeser is listed between Glaenzer – Gläser – Glagau on page 267.
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So you see, it is worth sticking to the dots on the Ä ä, Ö ö and Ü ü or at least replacing them by an Ae,
ae, Oe, oe, and Ue, ue. That way Münster stays in Westphalia and Händel stays the famous composer
Händel. And you will make many Germans happy seeing the language of poets and philosophers
spelled correctly.
Please – Save the Dots!
http://www.rootseekers.com

SECRETARY’S NOTE: The next time that you are cursing the Umlauts, remember this: It’s
payback for my having to develop a lithp to correctly pronounce the English th!
================================
And since we are on the subject of Language, here is a funny Facebook post from Helga Haese:
Our Strange Lingo
When in the English tongue we speak,
Why is break not rhymed with freak?
Will you tell me why it's true;
We say sew but likewise few?
And the maker of the verse,
Cannot rhyme his horse with worse?
Beard is not the same as heard .
Cord is different from word.
Cow is cow, but low is low.
Shoe is never rhymed with foe.
Think of hose, dose, and lose.
& think of goose & yet with choose.
Think of bomb, tomb and comb,
Doll and roll, or some and home.
Since pay is rhymed with say,
Why not paid with said I pray?
Can all be well e'en though I write:
That weight rhymes not with height?
Think of blood, food and good.
Mould is not pronounced like could.
Wherefore done, but gone and lone
Is there any reason known?
Slumber and lumber are still a match,
But not with plumber, what's the catch?
To sum up all, it seems to me
Sound and letters don't agree.

================================
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Recently, I came across an article about a game that we used to play when I was growing up in Hof. There was
no TV and no computer, and we amused ourselves with board games, and activities that only required pencil
and paper. One such game was Stadt, Land, Fluss. Here are the instructions for the game I found at
http://germangirlinamerica.com.

-Everyone gets a piece of paper and a pencil. The paper is divided into three columns (or more if you want to
include more categories (include Names, Plants, Jobs, etc.)

-A letter is chosen (we ran down the alphabet, starting with A, but some people have elaborate ways of
determining which letter to start with).
-Now you have two minutes to write down as many Cities, Countries and Rivers as possible starting with that
letter.
-(Some people play a version where you can only write one of each)
-Time is up… pencil’s down!
-Now compare your lists. If you have the same city, country or river listed as someone else, it is crossed off.
Points are awarded for unique names.
-Invented places don’t count! (It’s a good idea to carry a portable atlas if you play with known cheaters who
invent countries.) And it’s up to the group to decide if you will allow places that no longer exist
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Go ahead and use any language you like. Add categories like Animals, Jobs, Plants, Names, Movies,
Superheros, foods….

Google for “Stadt, Land, Fluss” if you are interested in downloading an app for this game.
================================
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…for your membership renewals! The deadline of 31 March has come and gone, and if you have not
renewed your membership past 2016, then this, unfortunately, will be your final HRA Update. You can be
reinstated by sending your membership dues to The Hof Reunion Association, 4001 Old Sturbridge Dr.,
Apex, NC 27539. If you have questions regarding your renewal, you can email Steve Murphrey at
hofreunion@nc.rr.com, or call him at 919-779-4482.
…for the membership contributions to the Biweekly Update. Keep them coming! We have a lot of stories
to tell, and I am constantly amazed at all the talented members among us.
================================

● HRA Website: www.hofreunion.com
● Bi-annual Newsletter: www.hofgermany.com/newsletter.html
● Hof Air Station History: www.thedempseyarchives.com/hofairstation.html
● HRA Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/hofreunion
2017 Reunion News: http://www.hofer1.com/

NEW!!! **(Includes Registration Forms)**

Bluebonnet Wildflowers, near Marble Falls, TX
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